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For dedicated seekers of Truth, this is your internationally bestselling eBook! Discover the answers to these
mysteries now! • Where do the Consciousness Levels, such as Shame (20), Apathy (50), Fear (100), and
Anger (150) originally come from? • What is the original source of Hawkins' Consciousness Level 200, which
divides truth and falsehood or positive and negative levels? Is it accurate? • Might the Map lead to apparent
increased judgmentalism and possible intolerance, as may be the case for some devoted Hawkins students? •
Are Love, Peace, and Enlightenment "Levels of Consciousness" or simply synonyms for the Self or Ultimate
Truth? • What relevance does this study decisively highlight for close readers regarding the nonlinear context
of the Map? (Hint: The linear and nonlinear are One.) • Was the Map of Consciousness apparently plagiarized,
possibly undermining its claim to authority as a work of the highest integrity? • Does the Map accurately
represent Consciousness? Does Consciousness, God, or Oneness have an anatomy or parts? • Did Dr.
Hawkins’ Map acquire mistakes from other sources that may hold back spiritual seekers from growth? • In
which important ways does the Map of Consciousness differ from personality assessments such as the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, based on work of Carl Jung, and the Keirsey Temperament Sorter? • Is the Map
of Consciousness a discovery that represents a new paradigm and a universally healing pathway? • What are

the earliest origins and full history of the Map of Consciousness? (Hint: Not Lester Levenson of the Release
Technique and Sedona Method or Vern Black of Werner Erhard’s est or Erhard Seminars Training) • What
does L. Ron Hubbard, the creator of Dianetics and Scientology, have to do with the Map of Consciousness? •
Are the earliest sources of the Map to be found decades, centuries, or millennia ago, and when and how did the
structure of these concepts change to represent an hierarchy and duality instead of equality, integration, and
Oneness? • How does Hippocrates, the ancient Greek father of Western medicine, relate to the Map of
Consciousness? • What or who is the most probable source of the enigmatic Level of Soul Evolvement scale—
which is described in great detail herein—uncovered by the research of Dr. Hawkins' biographer Scott Jeffrey?
(Hint: Not Theosophy) • What is the importance of the distinction between ‘becoming’ (a relative truth) as
taught by Dr. Hawkins, and ‘Being’ (Absolute Truth) as shared by great spiritual teachers and mystics, such as
Sri Ramana Maharshi? Does the Map of Consciousness represent relative truths or Absolute Truth? • How
might one come to realize lasting—rather than only temporary—healing, transformation, Love, Peace, and
Enlightenment? Unlock the ancient mystery, enjoy the epic adventure, and grow spiritually as you discover
the answers and staggering implications of these hidden secrets and much more – Read Secrets of David R.
Hawkins: Map of Consciousness now! Following a "neti neti" ("not this, not this") form, while addressing Dr.
Hawkins' teachings rather than himself, this eBook presents the relative and false before revealing the time
Truth. This work is the first in a series. The second to be published is Secrets of David R. Hawkins: Hawkins
Applied Kinesiology.

